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Deliverable 7.5 DEVOTES Video Movie

1. Scope of this Deliverable
The purpose of this deliverable has been to produce a video comprising the main results for DEVOTES,
as reported in the Task 7.2.4 “DEVOTES Documentary and Book”. This task was transferred from
Ecoreach to SALT after SALT entered the consortium in 2015.
The video has been divided into chapters, each one covering an operational work-package of the
project. Each video is approximately 2 minutes long - ideal for internet and for use in presentations. All
the videos where launched at the Final Conference of DEVOTES, where they served as introductions to
the different blocks in the program.

2. Video chapters
Seven video-chapter where produced to present the main outcomes of DEVOTES. Each of the chapters is
build upon an interview with the various work-package leaders. The WP leaders explain the main
purpose of the work package and the main outcomes of DEVOTES. All the chapters are edited into one
long-version where the viewer meet all the WP leaders and get a good overview of all the work that has
been carried out throughout this four years long project.
1. Marine Biodiversity - the Key to Healthy and productive Seas
An introduction to DEVOTES - Angel Borja
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNccZbtyMFY
2. Human pressures - submerging the seas
Work Package 1 - Mike Elliot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWVfm1Sif4s
3. Fairways to Good Environmental Status - Barriers and Benefits
Work Package 2 - Melanie Austen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6Ao7cki5pQ
4. Indicators - Beacons of Biodiversity
Work Package 3 – Anna-Stiina Heiskanen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMNF6VOjajM
5. Plotting the Course in Uncharted Water
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Work Package 4 - Christian Wilson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tn_-f5f22Zw
6. Monitoring - Tracking Changes of the Sea
Work Package 5 - Laura Carugati
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seb9O90a4x0
7. Integrative Assessment - From Shoals to Seas
Work Package 6 - Sabine Cochrane
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OO8KF39tUM

The DEVOTES movie, including all chapters, is available on YouTube at the link: https://youtu.be/pW7uH6MMQk. All videos were published online and promoted during the week of the DEVOTES Final
Conference (17th-19th October 2016.)

3. Other Videos
In addition to the seven chapters, three short teasers were produced with the purpose of attracting
people to join the final conference.
The three teasers are available online at the following links:
- Alice Newton (published in May 2016): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSqT58teodc
- Angel Borja (pubished in July 2016): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3s_udPish-c
- Jacob Carstensen (published in September 2016): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b42SQCFk0QI

Several promotional videos were produced during the lifetime of the project (reported also in Milestone
35 ”Distribution of the project movie”):
-

“Futuris”, the award-winning program of EuroNews on European science, research and
innovation, selected DEVOTES as means to bring knowledge on the effects of human activities
on marine ecosystems and raise general interest about the environmental status of European
seas. SYKE organized a cruise in the Baltic on a research vessel as well as a visit to the
laboratories. In addition to the SKKE team, one representative from the AZTI team participated
in the filming. Once edited by the Futuris team, the program went on air starting from 25th April
every day until 1st May 2016 a period that included the International environment day,
International the day of the oceans and the International biodiversity day. The Futuris program
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has been made available in all the 13 languages that EuroNews supports at the following link:
http://www.euronews.com/programs/futuris/ and on the EuroNews YouTube channels (direct
link https://youtu.be/O_sXq2YYSNE).
-

A total of 20 videos on DEVOTES research and training activities (i.e., development of ARMS and
ASUs, promotion of the DEVOTES Summer School, and video tutorial about the NEAT software)
have been produced by AZTI, Ecoreach and MARILIM and published in the DEVOTES YouTube
Channel.

All the videos are available for users through the DEVOTES website and the DEVOTES dedicated
YouTube channel at the link https://www.youtube.com/user/DEVOTESproject
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